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Action Labels & Dots
Peel layers instantly to show a condition change!

Action™ labels reflect the change of status unlike 
any other method. Place the Action™ label on 

your equipment, such as an oxygen tank. While in place, 
the label reads “Full”. Once the tank is empty, simply remove 

the top label and it now reads “empty”, 
prompting an action to refil the container.

Use Action™ labels & dots for inventory, 
sterility, and quality control. For added 
security, the top label cannot be reapplied 
once removed. The bottom layer also has a 
removable adhesive so the whole system 
can be removed and a new set applied.

Each Action™ label is 1” 
x 1½”, in fl. pink and fl. 
yellow stock colors, with 
custom colors available.  
Each Action™ dot is  1” in 
diameter, and is available 
in any combination of our 24 Col·R·Tone 
System™ colors!

Action Dry Erase Labels
Show the changing states of equipment easily! 

These Action™ Dry-Erasable labels make inventory a snap and can be changed as often as 
inventory changes. Simply lift the protective flap, wipe clean, and change the information 

on the labels with a dry-erase marker. The information will not smear thanks to our 
protective flap. Each label is made with removable adhesive and can be applied to almost 

any surface and then removed when no longer needed. Available as stock product in three 
different sizes to fit your needs! 

Custom sizes & imprints 
are available for any use!

Action Labels & Dots
Dots (add 2 color codes - see pg. 1) 115-0001-(AX)

Not Approved/Approved 115-0005

Calibration Due/Calibrated 115-0006

Contaminated/Cleaned 115-0007

Needs Charging/Fully Charged 115-0008

To Be Cleaned/Cleaned 115-0009

Incomplete/Complete 115-0010

Charged/In Use 115-0011

We have many other stock imprints - See our site!

Call for a Custom Quote:  
785.437.6000

I.V. ID Labels
Generic - 1” x 1.5” 115-0002

Blank - 1.5” x 2” 115-0003

Generic - 2” x 3” 115-0004

Battery Condition - 2” x 3” 117-0001

Call for a Custom 
Quote:  785.437.6000

Specific Commands:

Security & Universal 
Comprehension


